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Abstract 

‘I put the trolley out of the vehicle and opened the door of the van to 
get, newspapers into the trolley, when i was doing so the leader told 

me in whispering, put the thinner bundles into the trolley....getting 

the maps for the routes...the leader asked the job provider for a 
specific map to be given to me, saying its easier for him to begin 

with...the building on this route are having not more than four  floors 

and they have mostly ‘red stickers’ on them,...first checkout number 

of houses on the list down stair before getting in with number of 
Reklam....avoid these 2 streets, they were given Reklam last week, 

they will not complain if don’t get it this week, pointing at map the 

leader told me,...try to relax inside the building not outside if get 
tired...further instructions before leaving for Malmo after my job 

were continuous concerns about my clean dress saying try to have 

some dark colour dress next time for this job...you will get your 
payments normally next week of the job but I am giving you this time 

your money from my pocket as its your first time.. I will get when 

your comes next week and you are exempted from food and 

travelling expenses this time as gesture of hospitality, he further told 
me...(some memories of my first day work at Copenhagen on 

October 4th 2008 morning 1000am). 

 

Background 

 

In the past four months of my stay in Sweden I found mainly three 
categories of students arriving from India and Pakistan for higher 

Education. The majority of them being those arrived with personal 

financial arrangements mostly for a year degree or short courses but 
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some time for two years degree as well. The other two categories are, 
exchange students (mostly from India); and those arrived with 

scholarships from different sources. The last two categories includes 

majority of PhD scholars. Therefore it is only for the first category of 

students for whom survival is a real challenge in Sweden. My personal 
position as student been from the same category known as ‘free 

movers’ in local terminology, I decided to have my field work amongst 

them. The reasons were many, as will be explained in this field report, 
but one of them was due to similar status the researcher had. I 

unconsciously turned myself mostly surrounded by them as friends both 

at Malmo and also at Stockholm. We have our own culture, standard of 
life, perception of Swedish education and social system as a social 

group here in Sweden. Although my own feelings and understanding 

been a part of the concept, I decided to have more deeper look and see 

how things goes on with other students in the same position getting 
theoretical approach of thick description in mind.  I read my few pages 

long, short story once written in October, a month after my arrival here 

at Malmo, in reaction to my first experience of Advertisement paper 
distribution job (known as Reklam job) at Copenhagen. I learned in that 

visit also that locally this city is called shopenhem.  

To conduct the focus group, as pointed out in proposal for data 
collection and discussion, it was important to have a variety of students 

not familiar with each other but at the same time of same in terms of 

interest. This was thought of for two reasons, one if they are all friends, 

mostly their communication would be smooth and hidden in some 
aspects with prior synchronization on various conflicting issues which 

they might avoid, the second been I was looking for a group who are all 

of the same marital status, from the south Asia or Pakistan, married if 
possible to find; and had some experience or exposure to work in home 

countries. It was also my intention to have this discussion only among 

those who are newly arrived and are in Sweden for not more than a 

year. All these guidelines were set due to the reason to fit the discussion 
to my own status as participant, because I was the only among those 

participants who’s replacement was impossible as part of the 

discussion. For this exercise I thought to conduct it in Malmo as I got 
some experience of working with SDR-A company working for 

distribution of Advertisement material in Sweden but as a point to 

confront my held ideas and get authority on conceived opinion, I 
decided to see if they are workable in other settings or not; I opted for 

Stockholm. This option was feasible not only for the reason mentioned 

above but also due to my earlier plan to visit the city on vacation to 
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meet friend over there. I was to see how this well-known part time job 
which is for them a source of earning and on which mostly their living 

depends, how it work out for them and in this process, how many 

stakeholders are involved with different interest groups. But the process 

of data collection means visiting friends with intention of finding 
respondents for the focus group discussion changed my mind and topic. 

In all these interactions both at Malmo and Stockholm I found students 

saying ‘we have to do this for larger interests’, and ‘we are not in our 
country to look for other jobs’, and sometimes ‘yes we do understand it, 

but this system compel you to do these jobs’. All these reactions were in 

response to my many questions all trying to ask why not to go for the 
jobs in which they are specialized? Like I met doctors, Computer 

engineers and people having Master degree in Journalism from home 

countries doing this job. In all these statements one thing was common, 

and that was all were agreed on one thing and that was a phase of 
personality transformation. A shift in their status may be a temporary-

but was argued in discussions mostly become a permanent one later. I 

asked myself, who compelled them for this shift? why we opt for 
something which is not suitable as per our qualification?, why to have a 

second course in the same line of which a person already have a 

degree? Who is behind all this? Who is the beneficiary? And off course 
the sufferer or looser of these decisions? My gender sensitivity strike 

and came to mind the issue of gender relations, the family back home. 

These questions made this fieldwork. I decided to go through my short 

story again and find it there and I found it and thus constructed my 
theme for the field work. The focus group discussion become a part of 

that, a supplementary one giving explanations to many questions in due 

process of this personality transformation.  
 

Field Strategy 

 

As Gilles Deleuze and Michel Foucault are quoted by James Clifford, 
theory in ethnography is ‘not a system but an instrument, a logic of the 

specificity of power relations and the struggle around them’(1998: 

477), my argument in this report is based on the theory that the category 
of students under discussion mostly comes without financial resources,  

a student said in focus group discussion ‘so they compromise and 

agreed for job before arrival here, on the other hand the state relax 
rules of not restricting rules on such issues hint they have an interest of 

providing cheap labour to the market. In due process student loose their 

status they held back home and gain access to technological advanced 
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university/Education system and market valued Degree. On the other 
hand all we five agreed after a hot discussion that relaxation of entry 

requirements by the Swedish government result in loss of foreign 

exchange they could earn and create problems with standard of life it 

has promised to all citizens but it also give ‘cheap labour for its market 
as none of Swedish graduate I have seen so for working as 

Advertisement distributors or in other cheap labour market’, a software 

engineer, student of MS at BTH told me saying further ‘I never seen 
any serious effort been made to facilitate these students with raising job 

opportunities or relaxation of unnecessary requirements’. The research 

will focus on the process of arrival, settlement, job (Reklam), and its 
impact on studies and over all personality but more of the details would 

explore the job sub-culture.  The data consist of my field observations 

while on job at Malmo with SDR on weekend and a focus group 

discussion conducted at Stockholm later raising certain issues from the 
transcriptions of my observation notes. This report thus consist data 

taken from my  short story, participant as observer and transcription of 

the field experience thus documented and a focus group discussion held 
with married men arrived from northern Pakistan on self-finance basis 

working with SDR(A national advertisement company of Sweden) on 

weekends. The report however will be presented in the form of the 
story, incorporating the other observations at suitable points. The 

argument however is to show how personality transforms with 

multivariate factors. As James Clifford (1998) states in his article, 

“’participant observation’ serves as shorthand for a continuous tacking 
between the ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ of events: on the one hand grasping 

the sense of specific occurrences and gestures empathetically, on the 

other stepping back to situate these meanings in wider contexts.” 
(Clifford, 1998) 

 

Field Experience 

 
It is really hard to conduct field notes while working as participant 

observer. Although I am working this job now for the last three months, 

but the weekend I spend as on job on Dec 26-27, 2008, were really a 
great deal of hard work. I was observing things that never been noticed 

before. Writing notes of different issues simultaneously working made 

it a real fun even for my other two colleagues working with me on that 
weekend. We were sorting the papers on Friday night at 0130am in our 

flat, and I took my notebook to write how my friend was placing his 

arranged material putting them in rows at door step to make it 
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convenient for next day shifting, He was doing it in a systematic way 
that to keep it in order that the Reklam for faraway locations could be at 

the bottom when put in trolley so that he has no problem in distribution, 

I got my note book leaving him do it alone, He replied, dear friend what 

are you doing, you know these things, you can write them letter... help 
me now to finish it... today just because of you it got too 

late..(Translation from Pashto language into English). In the field next 

day for example when I was writing my notes after distribution of 
Reklam into the street and waiting for a friend to return so that to move 

further, He arrived and looked at me and said ‘what are you doing are 

you again writing how many houses we skip consciously, or you 
writing how much we are going to through into the garbage dump 

(Translation of A light mode conversation with smiley face at 1400pm, 

working at villas of Malmo City). It took us long to finish our task that 

day although we followed the same routes making it easier to transport 
and keeping the strategy of working in a sequence not to pass through 

the same street twice. Even than due to this note taking exercise, it took 

us 2 extra hours and we could finish our task at 8pm instead of usually 
doing it till 6pm. I was taking notes in short hand style just taking main 

points so that to remember them for the night, when I wrote detail 

transcripts of the whole concepts behind the notes. It took me another 2 
hours to do so that night.  

At Stockholm than my field was different I was looking for participants 

to get them into the focus group discussion as per criteria I set before 

for the data collection process. I was a guest here so got many 
opportunities as was invited for dinners almost on daily bases. In all 

these dinners I could meet students, immigrants and visitors speaking 

Pashto-the native language of northern Pakistan. I interacted in those 10 
days with many similar students arrived here on self-finance bases but 

mostly with intentions of staying longer than their course duration or 

authorized visa period. So, I made a change in my criteria and decided 

to incorporate in my focus group discussion only those who are here 
with a valid visa of at least one year to make it more at par with the 

irreplaceable participant (the researcher). It was on Jan 5th 09 that the 

focus group discussion took place on a dinner held in Fittjia, Norsborg 
(Stockholm). I was invited by a friend on dinner where I found around 

45 other Pukhtoons (Pashto Speaking people from Pak-Afghan Border 

region). I found all my interest positioned individuals at one point and 
offered them a cup of Qawa (a traditional Tea of Pukhtoons) at the flat I 

was living during my stay at Stockholm in the next building. After the 

dinner we went there and in an informal discussion we talked on 
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various issues of interest for this field report. Although I told them 
about my intentions of research but avoided formal settings or 

interview, nor I took notes but a few lines on spot as quotations for 

further reference. I wrote a detail description immediately when they 

left my room although it was 0100a.m. and I sat till 0200are writing it 
with a fear of may forget some crucial data.  

 

Writing report 

 

This was another important issue I confronted in the process of this 

report. Usually in research you have a research problem for which you 
find evidence and put it in order to make sense as Clifford mention it 

‘one increasingly common way to manifest the collaborative production 

of ethnographic knowledge is to quite regularly and at length from 

informants’ (1998: 490). While making that sense one must care of 
keeping it credible and academic differing from novelistic and 

journalistic views with certain methodologies as Baker (1996) says ‘the 

specifics the ethnographer knows by virtue of having been there. Being 
there produces a strong belief that the varied events you have seen are 

all connected, which is not unreasonable since what the fieldworker 

sees is not variables or factors that need to be related but people doing 
things together in ways that rare manifestly connected’(Pp.319-320).  

But here it was more problematic as we were supposed also to refer to 

the methodology as well. To be conscious of walking while walking 

make a walk more difficult. So for me it was not only to quote from 
notes of what is important as data source as argument but to refer to the 

literature as how it is done by other anthropologist as method of 

conducting field work and where is it placed in ethnography. 
 

Thick description 

 

Looking back at my arrival here and finding myself as a respondent for 
this research I can see the actor’s point of view, as mentioned by Beker 

(1996: 321) ‘we can find out, not with perfect accuracy, but better than 

zero, what people think they are doing, what meanings they give to the 
objects and events and people in their lives and experience. We do that 

by talking to them, in formal or informal interviews, in quick exchange 

while we participate in and observe their ordinary activities, and by 
watching and listening as they go about their businesses. I wrote in 

opening of my short story ‘The flight was due to land in time at 

stockholm-Arlanda airport at 9:15am. But for me the glamour of 
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Europe already started due to the stopover of my Turkish airline flight 
at Istanbul. I saw many girls and boys hugging and kissing each other 

like birds in a world civilized’s technological modern city airport. To 

me although all these acts were like I am in a jungle where no control 

of sexual life exists. When I asked the same in focus group discussion 
referring to my field work notes where I state and quote here ‘my friend 

is while putting Reklam in a box called me consciously delay the 

process of putting all papers at once creating time space to stay longer 
their...on his gesture of invitation I went closer...he show me a girl 

inside the window in short dress with her inmate making love...I 

replied, My friend you are unmarried, its normal, he said but look, can 
you see any girl beautiful like this one’. I put this to the four of my 

friends the responses were ‘it’s immoral, we should not behave like this, 

the other immediately replied, you don’t remember what you was doing 

on first day in the gamlastan area, to it he said...it was my first day and 
i was hardly for 15 days in Sweden than, (all laugh), the third replied, 

its Europe my dear, Everyone got freedom of expression to that the 

second one said yes but if the other one agrees(all laugh except 
me)’.they again said something but in quotes which I could not 

understand but the point is clear all these people married or unmarried 

have some interest in these issues taking them as a part to be member of 
the this society and transform to the local culture.  

In my story I write at a point about shock I received when the host 

shifted me without any prior information to another place, I write ‘The 

second night that I spend was more free, enjoyable and different 
because I was now in a more comfortable position in a men’s area 

where there was no family. But it realized me for the first time being a 

migrant even if a temporary one but a migrant. I could not expect why 
and how a Pakhtoon could let his guest in a place with people totally 

new and unknown to the guest, it was not the culture we trained with 

but was very much a mechanism adopted by Pakhtoon in a system of 

accommodation based on flat system. At another point I wrote ‘I was to 
help my friend shift to the new apartment, it was understandable for me 

that he was quite happy that day although it was later I came to know 

that happiness was not because of getting a personal flat but due to his 
further interest that he shared ‘now i will live free of cost as I can put at 

least 8 people with me earning 8000 Kronor against 5000 Kronor as its 

rent I will pay, I got already 5 people in contact’. It was the same place 
where I had my last dinner before leaving Stockholm in which around 

40 other Pakhtoon participated all invited by my this friend. Now he 

share the same place with 9 others getting from each 1200 Kronor a 
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month as rent. Another friend who received me at Airport on my first 
arrival and where I spend my first night shared that it’s because of this 

place and we are relax now if get guest, practically that flat is serving to 

them as Hujra-A male’s dormitory in Pakhtoon social Structure. I put 

this question to the Focus group discussion and got response that ‘we 
are students working only on weekends, one said, the other said, yes it 

is exploitation if you look at it but to us, this is help, because if people 

like him become honest and  refuse to share flat we all have to live in 
separate apartments which we nor afford nor government can provide, 

the third said, I think even if we could have that we cannot live, we are 

habitual of living with friends and family, how we can live in isolations, 
we simply cannot’. We agreed that with weekend job earning not more 

than 3000 Kronor, how we could afford to spend it only on rent of 

apartment. This conclusion put into another question, I asked why but 

we were supposed to get money from home for studies, don’t we, I 
asked?  The responses I got were like I mentioned in summery 3 

months ago in my short story. I wrote  

‘Different from the life I spend back home as a lower middle class 
University teacher, a family head, a father, a drama artist (always 

leading positive characters known as hero), a person living in the most 

elite area of the provincial/state capital with an image of association 
with western and liberal thoughts. Here it was everything seemed 

getting reversed. The only reaction to this was to study more, get 

maximum knowledge to respond to every question and get an issue to 

interact and show my presence to get status back partially if not 
full.....It was a great night not because it was my first visit to a night 

club but for the feeling to be the part of the new life, the European one. 

Although very next morning I realized it was a crime to spend money on 
drinks and bar tickets especially when having no jobs and hope of any 

financial backup from home. Now my interest of intellectual survival at 

University with other students converted into my real existence, the 

subsistence issue and I started thinking of Job compromising on my 
status, which demanded participation in student life more’. In focus 

group discussion one of my friend said ‘if other students go there it may 

be their interest to get a girl for marriage to get settled in Europe, We 
got families wives and children, why should we spend money on these 

this, why should we spoil it especially when its so precious here for our 

survival in response to which another one said, yes that’s why always 
turn your neck full when see couple kissing or making love, he promptly 

said in response to the social pressure in a laughter he received, yes but 
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that is free, I pay nothing for that, he changed his mode fully from a 
loyal husband to a young person of interest in glamour ’.  

I was curious throughout my field meeting different individuals as 

workers at SDR office and interacting in different settings how Doctors 

and Engineers get adjusted in this new status and then only in the focus 
group discussion I found a clue to this problem, the strip, as Agar 

(1986) suggests that a researcher in the field should use all possible 

‘strips’; observation, conversation, interview, archive, or literary text, 
notes. (Agar, 1986: p36), the friend told me as I quote from my 

transcriptions, jamil you know I am from a village background...we 

were students of public sector school run by government wearing black 
colour uniform with black caps (known in local terminology 

Malasha)...we were always dreaming for the colourful uniform of 

private schools wearing all pants and shirts in multi colours....when I 

got good grades and got admitted in Islamia college(one of the best 
post-gymnasium graduate level educational institution of the 

country)...you know I was one of the only two from the whole town 

getting admission there...I was so proud...but there at college in 
Peshawar(provincial capital)...other students took us not at that 

level...we were treated as ones from some band level 

society....villagers...backward, not fashionable. We struggled to get 
adjusted....it took us time you know...so it’s not first time here too 

(translation from local language). Similar responses were added and all 

of a sudden I felt the same when I get into the same institution, students 

coming with latest cars, good pocket money, and long hair styles (we 
were not allowed to have long hairs at that time in our middle class 

families). Another friend said ‘you are different you got a good job 

there, people know you as drama artist...we have to establish 
ourselves....no one knows us here...what all they know is that we are all 

in Europe’, another in joking mode said ‘and they think if all this 

Europe belongs to us...they take us as owners of all this’. This 

conversation, common feeling of self-perception back home and 
common interest make it a social group here. In all this conversation 

they referred to the Advertisement paper distribution as Reklam or 

SDR, both terms as synonymous for each other, although both of them 
are not familiar in English nor in Pashto (local language), because it 

was the language of this group which we shared. I read the short story 

to them that I wrote on my experiences in response to their insisted 
demand of me to write a Drama script on the living style of Pakistani 

Students in Europe, on my return to Pakistan. I quote some of those 

paragraphs here too selectively. 
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Selected script as material for brainstorming 

 

‘The day before my first job, it was very cloudy and all night rain made 

it more romantic outside my flat..... Outside in the garden I could see a 

couple sitting making love... It reminded me the morning once I got 
closer to my wife with a love feeling and was strongly reacted by my 

five years old (four years at that time) daughter managing her space in 

between us to take us back from that ‘unsocial’ act. I just laughed at 
myself here in Malmo.... My sweet home memories broken by a phone 

call received from a friend to immediately reach Central Station.... I did 

not mind it much leaving both memories of love back home and here of 
neighbours, to get ready for Reklam Job..... We went to a railway 

station outside which another person from Pakistan received us and 

gave us some maps and shown us on that the domain of our job and 

where to find the material of distribution which he already spread over 
the area at various points for us. He was very kind and friendly person. 

Although it was later on that I came to know about him as exploiting 

the labour giving them one fourth of the amount received for the same 
from original source, with a consideration of it as his profit..... While 

doing the job we were also sharing our stories and problems although 

very briefly due to workload. The other person on job told me that there 
are very much chances of girls asking you inside house offering sex or 

alike. It was a hope that I realized could stimulate them to climb one by 

one these buildings without any lift or elevator having reasonable 

paper weight in hand..... We went to a railway station outside which 
another person from Pakistan received us and gave us some maps and 

shown us on that the domain of our job and where to find the material 

of distribution which he already spread over the area at various points 
for us.... It was evening now and we all got tired, my enthusiasm, and 

energy both almost to their end. The leader of the team encouraging us 

and giving us a relief informed us that if we move quickly we can finish 

it with in next thirty minutes and then visit the walking street about 
which many romantic stories I already heard.... The leader also relaxed 

us in a sense that now we could drop the advertisements and 

newspapers at doorstep and no need to worry about putting it inside 
those post box windows at doors. This means no more need to bend our 

back, sit and stand which of course we did since morning at least a 

thousand time each( each route constitute at average 400 houses, to 
earn a reasonable amount one must distribute the advertisement 

material in 4 to 6 routes per day half of them are houses means this 

exercise). Climbing on one of those buildings I dropped the material at 
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a door and returned quickly to move for upstairs as this was my last 
building..... All of a sudden I heard a sound such as if someone opened 

the door, been eager, thinking of people since morning inside these 

close doors. I turned my face back and saw a beautiful girl in a bikini 

dress standing at door step. I could not realize for a while, I went back 
to all I heard of different stories, the beautiful naked pictures I seen in 

magazines, the nude porn movies that I had gone through always 

equated them with all other European girls, I don’t know when I got 
closer to this girl at the doorstep in this fast flashback that a voice 

struck me get out of the utopia. She was quite angry saying ‘you stupid, 

there is a box for it to put them in’, she said this and disappeared, but 
with that all that structure I built on my own get down.... for a while I 

was out of this world. It was complete blackout, darkness and when a 

new light came in to my eyes, the world for me got changed, completely 

and drastically. The reflections of the images now created were 
communicated not as to desire for but as to subordinate to. A new 

status, new personality and new world appeared. The paradise was 

there but I was not the inhabitant as member but as servant to the 
members. 

I was looking at their faces when narrating these paragraphs, in 

narration one was continuously laughing, the other three sometime 
share a smile but usually remained serious and concerned, at the end 

one laughing said, ‘my dear it happens to many hear, especially in 

large buildings, villa people are very nice, but people living in these 

apartments are mostly from the countries like us, the girl must be an 
immigrant one...did you noticed her face?, before I could answer 

another one spoke how he could remember as he just read it was all 

dark after that voice to him’, and I could not enjoy the laugh that broke 
after that. After this mostly we were talking in more informal way and 

talking much about my drama characters back home, one of my friend 

said, you got a good experience yourself, further he suggested its better 

to learn Swedish if you want to get a good job, I am thinking myself to 
do so, leaving a course in next semester, and the best way to learn is to 

work full time or have a girlfriend’. Its common here among students 

like us but I was strange at this statement he made at the last I asked 
‘but what about your family there in Pakistan? What about your wife 

and children...he replied,...who mention it here...I did not mentioned 

that marriage in my tax office registration here at Sweden...with this a 
new discussion broke up, one against this argument pleading that we 

should be loyal to our families back home, ‘one could go to club, can 

dance but not girlfriend or things like this’, the other three arguing ‘it’s 
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your selective religion/culture, if you care that you should also not go 
to club also. It’s Europe my dear. After all we are doing all this for 

them. Living here alone....they (referring to wives)live with families, 

relatives in their own homes (with husband’s family), after all we have 

to do it for them: before leaving this discussion to lead for a serious 
problem, I interrupted calming down all of them saying ‘we must be 

tolerant enough to accept other’s opinion, but the all in favour of such 

relations said ‘he always try to find some free tickets of clubs and now 
trying to be a priest here’, with that all laughed. I realized that why it 

was important to have a group of non-familiar members to for this 

focus group discussion. It would had not ended up the way it went. My 
friend left the place without taking tea, which was a sort of shame for 

me as host (as per my culture, if he had felt something happened wrong 

to him or brought some disgrace at my place). But getting out of my 

culture as ethnographer I took it as advantage also because this conflict 
brought some useful information about Student culture and I got more 

relax when going back on of my three friends said ‘jamil you don’t 

worry about him, he will be here tomorrow again, we know him very 
well, he always drop half of his reklam in dustbins and claim of the full 

money from SDR... it’s just his habit...like many others, you well know 

him soon’, the gesture he gave was if this person was known for his 
interest in boys instead of girls.  

 

Discussion 

 
With expended communication and intercultural influence, 

people interpret others, and themselves, in a bewildering 

diversity of idioms-a global condition of what Mikhail Bakhtin 
(1953) called ‘heteroglossia’. This ambiguous, multi-vocal 

world makes it increasingly hard to conceive of human diversity 

as inscribed in bounded, independent cultures. Difference is an 

effect of inventive syncretism. (Clifford, 1998, P-477) 
This experience gave me many more questions if few answers, 

establishing a need for more concentrated study on this issue. I find 

myself in great difficulty with limitations of transforming observation 
into theoretical discourse. Through this report I was conscious of 

acknowledgment for all those who shared as informants and authors of 

this report, and placing me in this dialogue. But this is evident  that 
transformation take place in shift from one situation to another both in 

terms of coming here as student and situating myself as fieldworker on 

the issues I internalize as most of concern to myself. This study has 
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many limitations in terms of time constraints, access to and reading 
more literature on ethnographic writings and above all situating me for 

a prolonged period as participant observer instead of mere worker in 

this sector. I hope this report enable the reader to find some useful 

information on how a ‘free-mover’, student face all these challenges. It 
also hints at missing link of the discussion that concern the families 

back home. Their feelings and sacrifices are not covered against the 

gains if any they receive of this expedition made by us.  
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